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NATO Strategic Concept: reliable BMD is a core element of the collective 

defense of the Alliance to be achieved in cooperation with Russia.

 Current rules of  nuclear/missile game changed from bipolar total 
deterrence to a multidirectional countering of lower-level but more 
realistic missile threats
 Some of the aspiring  or de facto missile/nuclear players either already have or realistically 

can quickly evolve into a position of real missile/nuclear threat 

 The number of the countries seeking military missile and nuclear technologies grows  

 Growth of potential missile threat from new players calls for synergetic non-proliferation effort 
of advanced MD countries

 Unilateral build-up of MD can increase threat for Europe/US instead of 
decreasing it
 Russia considers US MD Phase 4 as a threat to its nuclear deterrence potential.

 Russia considers US MD placement in the new regions as projection of powerful tool of air 
superiority within the framework of the US RMA doctrine.

 While Russia is still the only country that can effectively challenge both existing and 
projected US/NATO MDS, it will have to build up and reconfigure its nuclear and 
conventional  response arsenal.

Time left to develop some real Joint Missile Defense is 10 years .

First probability assessment results to be delivered  in June, 2011.
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What Missile Defense Systems Russia Should Join?

European Missile Defense- Euro MD
Does not exist at any practical level.

Would cover 50+ countries including Russia

Russia would be eager to participate in development and 

implementation as an equal partner.

NATO Missile Defense
Actively discussed and practically pursued

Covers territory of 28 NATO countries

RF invited as a separate system/responsibility, but claims full 

participation at sectorial level 

US Global MD
Actively implemented in 4 Phases, the first one in full swing

Covers NATO MD+Israel+Japan +South Korea+Australia

Russia invited to contribute but wants equal access to controls 
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Is there any value of inviting Russia 

into JMD?



Technical Value of Joint Missile Defense

 Each system was developed totally separately, based on indigenous concepts 
without provisions for inherent interoperability. Further existence and 
development of each does not depend anyhow on one another.

 Both systems have elements already placed in positions critical for MD of the 
other side and once used cooperatively would enhance combined efficiency in 
some cases by 20-70%, 

 Each system was fabricated out of indigenous components, to different 
standards and they don’t provide for built-in interface. Each system further 
production, expansion and enhancement do not depend on the other system 
whatsoever.

 Both sides were developing and creating their systems independently so 
accumulated immense experience that can provide brake-through effect for 
further joint developments if used synergically.

Conclusion: Joining BMD systems is NOT CRITICAL from the standpoint of their 
future development, expansion and enhancement of each separate system but is 

VERY BENEFICIAL  mutually.
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Operational Value of Joint Missile Defense
*every missile deployed within the reach of the Russian territory represents a risk
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Operational Value of Joint Missile Defense
(continued)
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Operational Value of Joint Missile Defense 
(continued)
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Operational Value of Joint Missile Defense
(continued) 

 Each system is completely capable to accomplish its 

intended military mission without relying on the other.

 Russian MD can be first NATO MD line while US/NATO MD 

can’t . 

 Each side sensors- Early Warning and tracking Elements-

increase success of the mission of each side if unified: 
• Enhances end efficiency by 20-70%

• If used jointly can detect and track southbound Iranian launches in less than 

2 minutes, end those northbound-even quicker.

Conclusion: Joining BMD systems is NOT CRITICAL from the standpoint 

of their future operational use  but is VERY BENEFICIAL  mutually.
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Political Value of Creation of Joint Missile Defense

 Joining the JMD will require sides to adhere to some common threats 
that may contradict individual political stands and interests.

 JMD will increase mutual security through movement from MAD to 
MAS between RF US\NATO.

 It will allow bigger transparency of the US/NATO MD system and hence decrease Russian 
concerns.

 It will create the feeling of “shared responsibility” which is the first step to further decrease the 
level of military standoff 

 JMD will initiate integration of Russia in common European affairs -
something that Russia is very sensitive being alienated from.

 JMD will create political ground for starting a global missile non-
proliferation “Discouragement through Denial” system as suggested 
in May,1992  in the “Fundamentals of US-Russia Strategic 
Relationship”. 

Conclusion: Joining BMD systems is CRITICAL for enhancing mutual 
security through decreasing mutual military competition and 

enforcement of global missile/nuclear non-proliferation. 
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Is Russia an Equal Partner in the Game?

 At development and production level:

 Despite four decades of economic decay and decomposition of the 
original state Russia has developed and implemented matching or 
exceeding Missile Early Warning System.

 Russia has developed and produced best selling AD/MD systems

 Russia has developed and implemented in MD missiles unique  solid 
propellant burn technology

 At operational level:

 Russia has been operating more indigenous MD that US:
68 missiles 53T6 “Gazelle” and  32 51T6 “Gordon” protecting Moscow

 Russia has been successfully operating its indigenous Early Warning 
Grouping-

detected and tracked 30 missile launches in 2010 and two by February, 2011
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Previous experience of MD cooperation

 Joint Data Exchange Center Agreement

 potential break-through document paralyzed by some minor hinge 

 was limited to “no threat notification” function paralleling already existing channels 

 RAMOS

 Qualitatively new initiative by concept

 “Collapsed under its huge goals” 

 TMD interoperability Exercises

 2003-2008 - 4 joint exercises between Russia and NATO, 5 exercises of the Russians with 
the US, a workshop in Munich, discussions of field joint Patriot and C-300 firing exercises at 
the Russian range at Kapustin Yar.

 Substrategic /commercial level of systems  allowed to discuss interoperability at more ease

Yielded substantial result, showed progress-until hit 
ceiling set by political restraints.
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Political Obstacles to Practical Implementation

 RF and US/NATO have different political interests so see 
differently the threats that the joint MD should defend 
from.

 Neither side-RF, US or NATO countries- is ready to give 
up its sovereign right to own defense and rely on the 
other in own territory protection. 

 RF and US/NATO are not allies but rather opponents, 
still oriented at deterring militarily the other. 

Above establishes some very low ceiling for the efficient 
cooperation without putting in jeopardy the interests 

of national strategic defense.
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Technical Obstacles to Practical Implementation

MD, operating in huge deficit of time and with almost 
no human interference highly relies on its 
mathematical algorithms that should be totally 
transparent in a truly unified efficient system.

MD as any weapon system has its deficiencies and 
blind spots that should be kept in the best possible 
secret.

 Passing sensitive algorithms and deficiencies and 
blind spots to potential adversary gives the latter 
huge advantage and hence seriously jeopardizes 
national security. 
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Path forward-start with what is in hand!

At Policy Level-

 In the sphere of MD work around the differences and lock 
on some obvious “areas of common interests”-
undisputable and evident missile risks/threats- accidental 
and unsanctioned launches- while working intensively on 
further nearing positions 

 further lower the level of military hostility and hence 
concerns for deterrence

 increase cooperation in the obvious spheres- like counter-
piracy, counter-terrorism, asteroid defense etc.

 come up with a political decision of a high level Joint 
Command System that does not affect sovereignty of the 
national systems of MD-until the next step
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At  Implementation Level-

 Proceed with the Joint Threat Assessment study that will 
create the basis for political readiness to cooperate.

 Resume TMD interoperability cooperation-to develop practical 
solutions for higher level BMD unification (interoperability 
interface)

 Based on the results  of the above develop  Joint Analysis of 
future BMD cooperation, taking independent responsibility 
with sartorial 2-line backed up configuration as a foundation

 Implement the plans of the JDEC and transform it into real 
MD EW data exchange system/network

 Continue working on joint MD developments-like RAMOS-
that would be inherently beyond “proprietary” limitations of the 
unilateral/ existing systems, with easily separable key 
components when national security so requires



Current efforts

At Government-to Government Level 

 Work within the framework of US-RF Presidential Commission 
(since July, 2009)

 At the level of State Department - Helen Tauscher

 At the level of the DOD- OSD-P- US SecDef  Robert Gates, Mr.Miller

 At the level of JCS – different officials beginning with GEN O’Reilly

 Work within NATO-Russia Council

 Mr. Rogozin designated as a Special Envoy of the RF President for Interaction 
with NATO on the MD issues, lead of respective Interagency Board under 
Presidential Administration 

 Potential RF-NATO MD Computer Exercise in early 2012

FIRST RESULTS OF ASSESSMENT OF JMD FEASIBILITY TO BE 
PRESENTED AT THE JUNE,2011  RF-NATO MOD MEETING
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Current efforts

At Non-Governmental Level

 East-West Institute Round Table at Brussels in March, 2011

 First public event that involved technical experts from Russian side

idea of Single Situation Picture

 Carnegie MD Working Group Workshop in Brussels, April 
2011

 Provided some good summary of possible practical near-, mid- and 
long-term measures- Data Fusion Center, Planning Center

At Industry-to-Industry Level

 Potential cooperation between the Russian NIIRP and a US 
company on a joint MD radar
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